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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the phenomenon of pronominalization in Dangme, a language that belongs to the Kwa family group of languages. The paper considers specifically, emphatic, subjective, objective and genitive pronouns among others in the domain of the first, second and third persons. It further discusses the functions of these pronouns in constructions in Dangme. The data for the study were collected from both primary and secondary sources. The data were analyzed using categorization and coding. The Government and Binding Theory is employed in the analysis of the data. The data show that pronouns in Dangme have complex structure involving an abstract nominal. It was also realized that whereas the forms for expressing both subjective and genitive pronouns are identical, that of object pronouns are distinct. The study also reveals that the use of possessive pronoun and he ‘fresh or skin’ and an emphatic pronoun plus nitsɛ could be combined to form the reflexive pronoun in Dangme. It is to be noted that the reflexive as well as the anaphoric expressions share common feature in terms of number and person.
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1. Introduction

Speaking requires referring to someone or something, a noun, and saying something about it (Arnold & Zerkle 2019:1). A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun. The term pronoun is used in the grammatical classification of words, referring to the close set of terms which can be used to substitute for a noun phrase or a lexical noun (Crystal 1997:312, Offor 2015). There are many types of pronouns. The categories include personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, reflexive pronouns, interrogative pronoun and possessive pronouns. I examine the types of pronouns and some processes of pronominalization in this paper in Dangme.

According to Callaway & Lester (2002:89), pronominalization is the appropriate determination, marking and grammatical agreement of pronouns (he, she, their, herself, it, mine, those, each other one, etc.) as a short hand reference to an entity or event mentioned in the discourse. That is pronominalization refers to relations between some antecedent nominal and a pronoun with which it is co-referential. Avrutin (2013:73) notes that the use of pronouns still requires that the speaker make references about the listener, which in the case of children, results in an abnormal pattern of pronominalization. Thus, there is the need to study the pronominal system of languages. Postal (1972) argues from the point of view of Chomskian that pronominalization is a process whereby an NP in a noun phrase marker is replaced by some pronominal form, provided (a), such an NP bears a co-referential relation with some other NPs in the phrase marker. (b), that the NP does not violate those constraints *e.g. Langacker’s backwards condition (with respect to the application of ‘T’ in the phrase marker, where ‘T’ stands for the necessary transformational rule and (c), that the phrase marker itself is of a certain configuration *e.g. reflexivization applies in a special simplex), (See also Essien, 1974).

Pronominalization often plays a critical role in making discourse coherent, and the assumption that discourse is well structured, is sometimes critical for the correct interpretation of pronouns (Gordon & Scearce 1995:313). Forcadell (2015) explains that information structure requirements are relevant for the analysis of the restrictions on pronominalization in Catalan. Chapin (1970) notes that
pronominalization situations frequently arise in sentences containing relative or subordinate clauses. He explained that if the main clause and the embedded clause contained co-referential noun phrases, one will appear as a pronoun.

Pronominalization is an area that has been studied in some languages. Researches on pronominalization have postulated how pronouns function to show the relationship between an antecedent nominal and a pronoun with which it is co-referential in constructions. For instance, Panagiotidis (2001) studied the internal structure of pronouns and shown that despite their considerable diversity in their surface representation, pronominals can be given a unified representation in syntax. He concluded that pronominality is as a result of radical absence of a noun. Ohso (1976) did a study on zero pronominalization in Japanese. He discussed among other things the NP-pronominal proxemics and grammaticality. He concluded that language seems to be controlled to a great extent by two principles, the principle of maximum differentiation and the principle of minimum effect. He explained further that these principles mean that language is a tool for communication by which people try a wide variety of complicated information in the most economical way. (See also Arnold & Zerkle, 2019). That there is the need to equip language with rules to reduce predictable and recoverable information.

Cushing (1972) did a study on the semantics of sentence pronominalization and Essien (1974) investigated pronominalization in Efik. He adopted Chomskian view as a general term for a number of related processes each of which is explicitly formulated as a rule. He discussed among others simple pronominalization, possessive pronominalization, reflexivization, reciprocal and anaphoric pronominalization and concluded that generally, NPs on which a rule of pronominalization has operated may be deleted under certain conditions of which co-reference is one. Lees & Klima (1963) studied rules for English pronominalization and discussed that the rules for reflexive and simple pronouns pointed out certain peculiarities in the use of reflexives pronouns in –self and reciprocal one another that might be accounted for by means of grammatical rules. Callaway & Lester (2002:89) examined pronominalization in generated discourse and dialogues. They noted that pronominalization is an important element in the automatic creation of multi-page texts using natural language generation. They discussed among others anaphoric pronouns, cataphoric pronouns, pronouns lacking textual antecedents, reflexive and reciprocal pronouns, partitive pronouns and concluded that pronominalization is an important element in the automatic creation of multi-paragraph and multi-page texts. Essien’s study is relevant to the current study on Dangme which examines possessive, personal, reflexivization, reciprocal, anaphoric and cataphoric pronominalization in Dangme.

Postal (1972) also worked on a global constraint on pronominalization and noted that derivational constraints can be considered with the number of structures which can be referred to, and the properties of the constituents which can be mentioned. He concluded that the Wh constraint is a Global Derivational Constraint of the type suggested by Lakoff, the existence of which is claimed in generative semantics and denied by Chomsky. She noted that there are many theoretical possible types of linguistic situations which would be describable by Global Derivational Constraints but not by Interpretive Rules. Chapin (1970) investigated constraints on pronoun-antecedent relationships in complex, co-ordinate and simplex structures of Samoan in three modifications to linguistic theory. He noted that it is a possible language-particular constraint on pronominalization in complex structures that a pronoun and its antecedent must lie within the same ‘chain of command’ and the rule of pronominalization in co-ordinate structures may in particular language, be mirror-image.

Saah (2014) studied reflexive marking and interpretation in Akan. He looked at the entities that are involved in the discourse situation and those that are affected by the action, event or state described by the verb in the government and binding theory. He concluded that Akan does not seem to have long distance reflexives. Agbedor (2014) examined the syntax of Ewe reflexives and logophoric pronouns in the government and binding theory. He concluded that in Ewe, the logophoric pronoun is in complementary distribution with the reflexive pronoun but differs from the personal pronoun in that the former must be bound within the matrix clause or in an independent clause outside its clause.

Offor (2015) examined the transformational rules that apply to the syntactic phenomenon of pronominalisation
in the French and Igbo languages. It specifically studied syntactic operations involved in the process of pronominalisation in the two languages in order to highlight the aspects that are universal to the two languages as well as their areas of divergences. He noted that in Igbo, the phenomenon of pronominalisation applies only to the NP syntactic category, while in French, pronominalisation involves basically the replacement of all syntactic categories be they grammatical or functional categories [NP, AdvP, PP, AdjP, CP or IP] as well as their movement. The phenomenon discussed by Offor (2015) is applicable to Dangme with regard to the findings on Igbo where only nominals can be replaced with pronouns.


Dangme belongs to the Kwa group of Niger-Congo Family of Languages (Dakubu, 1987). Dangme is spoken by 748,014 speakers (2000 population census). However, the 2010 population and housing census stipulate that Dangme has a population of 502,816 speakers. Dangme is spoken in two regions of Ghana-Eastern and Greater Accra mainly in South-Eastern Ghana. The people inhabit the coastal area of the Greater Accra Region, east of Accra, and part of the Eastern Region of Ghana. Its closest linguistic neighbours are Ga, Akan and Ewe. Dangme has seven dialects: Ada, Nugo, Kpone, Glbugblaaf/Prampram, Osudoku, Sz/Shai, and Krobe (Yilo and Manya).

There are several small communities east of the Volta Region for instance, Afegame Wenguam and its environs that trace their origins to Dangme; most of these have shifted to Ewe as the language of daily life, but others have not (Dakubu 1966; Sprigge 1969 cited in Ameka and Dakubu 2013) groups nominal expressions into three basic categories: (i) anaphors (reflectives), (ii) pronominals, and (iii) R-expressions. Anaphors (also called reflexive pronouns) are typically characterized as expressions that have no inherent capacity for reference. Anaphors also refer to reciprocals. According to Haegeman (1994:228), the three principles that govern the interpretation of the established nominal expressions is referred to as the binding theory. Hence, anaphors must invariably depend on some other expression within a sentence for their interpretation.

The expression on which the anaphor depends for its meaning is called the antecedent. The structural relation between a reflexive and its antecedent is accounted for in using c-command. Haegeman (1994:212) claims that a node A c-commands a node B if (1) A does not dominate B; (2) B does not dominate A; and (3) the last branching node dominating A also dominates B. However, he claims that pronominal is an abstract feature representation of the NP that may be referentially dependent but must always be free within a given syntactic domain. It could be deduced from these definitions that an anaphor (reflexive pronoun) must obligatorily have a local or a "nearby" antecedent within a given syntactic unit to which it will refer, whilst a pronominal may, but need not necessarily have its antecedent within the same syntactic domain. Adger (2004:54), on what he calls a/the co-
referentiality hypothesis argues that for “two expressions to be co-referential, they must bear the same phi-features”. According to Adger (2004), “phi-features” is a linguistic term used to describe the semantic features of person, number and gender encoded in such lexical categories as nouns and pronouns. This, he further argues, is a “kind of general interface rule that relates syntactic features to semantic interpretation”. Compare the English sentences in (1) and (2):

(1) Saki, likes himself,
(2) Kweiki, loved him.

These examples illustrate the (syntactic) distributional difference between an anaphor (a reflexive) and a pronominal. Pronominalization in Dangme is the focus of this paper, specifically on the behaviour of anaphors among others in Dangme. In sentence (1) for instance, *himself* can only refer to its antecedent, *Saki*, which is found in the same local domain of the clause. In sentence (2) however, the pronominal *him* is free within the clausal domain as it cannot refer to *Kweiki*. It could therefore only have some element that is not within the clause as its antecedent, and not *Kweiki* since pronouns are free within the clausal domain in which they are found. The fact that *himself* can only refer to an entity already mentioned in the discourse, and *him* can refer to an entity outside the clausal domain, means that whilst reflexives are referentially dependent, pronouns are not referentially dependent. The abstract features of reflexives and pronominals make four major distinctions of NP, three of which are overt and the other non-overt. The three NP types, which include anaphors, pronouns, and R-expressions, are not syntactic primitives since they can further be broken down into small components as shown below:

- **Lexical reflexives** [+reflexives, - pronominal]: these are reflexives and reciprocals, e.g. himself, herself, themselves, each other, one another.
- **Pronouns** [+anaphor, + pronominal]: these are basically pronouns. e.g. he, she, it. Name (full NP) [+anaphor, -pronominal]: names e.g. Ohui, Kabute, Awomaa.
- **PRO** [+anaphor, -pronominal]

The Binding Theory has three principles, A, B and C. Each one deals with one of the three types of NPs. A binds B if and only if A C-commands B and A and B are co-indexed. Consider the examples below:

3.(a). John, loves himself,
(b). John, loves her,
(c). John and Mary, feel they, should love each other, more.
(d). John, feels he, will keep his, distance.

These three overt NP types are accounted for using principles called Binding Principles. Principle A of these principles is concerned with reflexives and reciprocals, Principle B deals with pronominals. Principle C on the other hand concerns itself with names or what have been called full NPs. In Haegeman (1994:228-229), the binding principles which govern the syntactic distribution of overt NP types are stated as follows:

2.2 Binding Principle A

The binding principle A states that an anaphor must be bound in its binding domain (Carnie 2013:155). The binding domain is the clause containing the DP (anaphor pronoun, R-expression).

(4). Doris, wishes that Jennifer, appreciates herself/*s/.

In (4), although Doris c-commands ‘herself’ it is in the main clause and herself is in the embedded clause thus, the binding relationship cannot be established inside the containing “herself”.

2.3 Binding Principle B

The binding principle B states that a pronoun must be free in its binding domain.

- **Free**: Not bound (not c-commanded by and co-indexed with another NP)

5. Claire, really likes that Nancy, admires her/*/s/c.

2.4 Binding Principle C

The binding principle C states that an R-expression must be free everywhere. There is no mention of a domain because the reference for R-expressions does not change. They simply refer to entities out in the world.

These three principles govern the distributional properties of pronominals and reflexive pronouns in languages.

3. Methodology

The language data for the investigation were elicited from primary and secondary sources. From the primary sources, data were drawn from daily conversations with some native speakers of Dangme. This includes listening to longer stretches and discussions on topical issues from natural discourse on Radio Ada, 93.3 FM and ‘Obonu, FM and jotted down notes on identified pronominal constructions for the analysis. In addition, I used question and answer-pairs to elicit data from ten level 400 students studying Dangme at the University of Education, Winneba in February, 2019. As a native speaker of
Dangme, I also provided some of the data for this paper. The data collected were confirmed with other native speakers of Dangme.

4. Types of Pronouns in Dangme

Eight types of pronouns are identified in Dangme, and these include demonstrative pronouns, interrogative pronouns, relative pronouns, personal pronouns, reflexive pronouns, reciprocal pronouns, possessive pronouns and locative pronouns. Tables 1 and 2 present the pronouns of the categories mentioned above.

Table 1: Personal pronouns in Dangme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Emphatic</th>
<th>Nomination</th>
<th>Accusative</th>
<th>Genitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Singular</td>
<td>i ‘I’</td>
<td>mo ‘you’</td>
<td>mo ‘you’</td>
<td>mo ‘you’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Singular</td>
<td>le ‘he/she’</td>
<td>le ‘he/she’</td>
<td>le ‘him/her’</td>
<td>le ‘his/her’s’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Plural</td>
<td>wa ‘we’</td>
<td>wa ‘we’</td>
<td>wa ‘we’</td>
<td>wa ‘we’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Some other pronouns in Dangme

5. Reflexive Pronominalization

Saha (1987:215) defines a reflexive as ‘a linguistic device such as a word, particle or an affix used to convey a grammatical notion of animate and inanimate entities interacting with themselves’. Saah (1989, 2007) and Osam (2002) say the reflexives in Akan are morphologically marked with the pronoun hõ which translates literally as ‘body’ or ‘outer surface’.

It is evident from the data in table 2 that the examples of the reflexives used under the possessive form, are the same as those found in the reflexive pronouns. This is similar to what exist in Ewe and Akan. The reflexive pronouns in Dangme are also formed by attaching the morpheme reflexivizer nitsɛ ‘self’ to the emphatic pronoun. A notable thing is that the reflexivizer in Dangme is marked for plural. To form the plural of a reflexive pronoun, the plural morpheme -mɛ is attached to the reflexive morpheme, nitsɛ ‘self’. That is Dangme forms its reflexives by attaching the singular morpheme nitsɛ to the first person subject pronoun, and the accusative pronouns as shown in table 2. It is interesting to note also that when the reflexive morpheme nitsɛ ‘self’ is attached to the first person subject pronoun, ini ‘I,’ this pronoun gains a feature of possessiveness as in ini nitsɛ ‘myself’.

5.1 Distribution of Dangme Reflexives

In this section, I discuss the distributional properties of the reflexive pronouns in Dangme. A notable feature in the distribution of reflexives in Dangme is that, in addition to the use of the emphatic pronouns plus nitsɛ, Dangme also uses possessive pronoun plus he ‘body fresh or skin’ to form the reflexive. This always has the antecedent as its referent, without which the sentence will be incomplete.

5.1.1 The use of Possessive Pronoun with the Morpheme he

The reflexive pronoun in Dangme is marked morphologically with a pronoun plus a morpheme he which translates literally in English as ‘body’ or ‘skin’.

In examples (6–8), pronoun plus he gives a reflexive meaning since there are NP within the sentences which they refer to. In (6), e he ‘herself’ refers back to Ata. In (7), a he ‘themselves’ refers back to Ata and Lawɛɛ and in (8), ye he has a co-referential attribute with i ‘I’. That is in sentences (6–8), e he and ye he are not referring to some other NPs outside the sentences respectively.
In addition, \( le \) in (9) does not have a reflexive pronoun.

It is observed that in questions (9-10), the pronouns \( le \) and \( nye \) do not refer back to \( e \) and \( Ata \).

It is realized that the reflexive and its antecedents agree in person and number. The reflexives in (6) is the third person singular, third person plural in (7) and first person singular in (8). However, the pronoun in (10) does not agree in number with the subject NP. The subject NP, \( Ata \) is singular and the pronoun plus the \( nye \) he "yourself" is plural. Thus, the structure is not interpreted as involving entities interacting with themselves. Although \( e \) and \( le \) in (9) agree in number, they cannot be said to have referred back to each other.

5.1.2 The use of Emphatic Pronoun with the Morpheme \( nitsɛ \) (Emphatic Reflexives)

Emphatic reflexives are constructions containing a full noun phrase and a co-referential pronoun in the same case.

11. \( Imi \) mo, \( nitsɛ \) ne \( e \), \( ba \). 3SG.EMPH self 3SG come PST
   I came here by myself.

12. \( Mo \), \( nitsɛ \) ne \( e \), \( ha \). 2SG.EMPH self 3SG OBJ 3SG come PST
   You came by yourself.

13. \( Lɛ \), \( nitsɛ \) ne \( e \), \( da \). 3SG.EMPH self 3SG OBJ say.PST
   We said that himself.

14. \( Wɛ \), \( nitsɛ \) ne \( wɛ \), \( ba \). 1PL.EMPH self PL 3SG OBJ give 3SG OBJ
   We gave it to him/her/himselfs.

15. \( Nye \) \( nitsɛ \) ne \( Nye \) ne \( e \), \( per \). 3PL.EMPH self PL 3PL OBJ do
   You have caused it you/him/herself.

16. \( Mɛ \), \( nitsɛ \) ne \( kɛ \), \( wa \). 3PL.EMPH self PL 3PL OBJ give us
   They were themselves who have given it to us as a gift.

17. \( Ata \) \( nitsɛ \) ne \( e \), \( gɛ \), \( na \), \( kɛ \). Ata EMPH 3SG.OBJ-PST care DEF
   It was \( Ata \) himself who daughtered the cow.

18. \( Mɛ \), \( nitsɛ \) ne \( e \), \( ba \), \( Nye \). Manime self 3SG.EMPH more take care.DEF
   I\’m myself who care for the child.

19. \( Adɛ \) \( nitsɛ \) \( HAB \), 3SG.OBJ self 3SG POSS body.fresh top
   I received good care of himself.

20. \( Adɛ \) \( nitsɛ \) ne \( le \), \( nitsɛ \) ne \( kɛ \). Adɛ \( nitsɛ \) \( HAB \), 3SG.OBJ self 3SG POSS body.fresh top
   I received good care of himself.

The emphatic reflexives in (11-19) occurred in the domain of the subject. In (11-13), the first, second and third person singular emphatic pronouns; \( Imi \) \( \, \, I \), \( mo \) \‘you\’ and \( le \) he/she/it have co-referential attributes with the subject pronouns, \( i \) \‘I\’, \( o \) \‘you\’ and \( e \) he/she/it. The referents of the emphatic pronouns are preceded by \( nitsɛ \) "self" and the focus marker \( ne \) in (11-13). In (14-16), the plural subject emphatic pronouns; \( wɔ \) we\‘, \( nye \) you\‘ and me \‘they\’ agree in number with their referents; \( wɔ \) we\‘, \( nye \) you\‘ and \( a \) they. Similarly, the reflexizer, \( nitsɛmɛ \) also agrees in number and person with the pronouns they are attached with and their antecedents and referents.

It is observable in (17-19) that the subjects are full NPs; \( Ata \), \( Maamle \) and \( Adɛm \). \( Ata \) and \( Adɛm \) have co-referential attribute with \( e \) he/she which agrees in number and person with the full NPs. As in (11-16), the reflexiver, \( nitsɛ \) "self" and the focus marker \( ne \) or \( le \) precede the referent of the subject NP and their referents in (17-18). In (19), however, the subject NP, \( Adɛm \) has a complement which is represented by the third person object pronoun \( le \) him which occurred after the verb \( yeɔ \) literally means \( eats \) takes\‘ in the clause. It is realized that unlike in the subject NP of (11-18) where the reflexiver, \( nitsɛ \) "self" and the focus marker \( ne \) or \( le \) precedes the referent of the subject NP, in (19), the focus marker is not required as seen in the ungrammatical construction in (20). The constructions in (11-19) are subject oriented.

I discuss the functions of the object pronoun in the emphatic reflexive clause in (21-23) which are object oriented.

The object pronouns in (21-23) as seen in the subject pronouns in (11-19) have their referents occurring within the same clause. The object pronoun and the reflexiver agree in number and person. As in the subject complement clause in (19), the focus marker is not required in the emphatic reflexive constructions in (21-23). The second person singular object \( mo \) you\‘, the third person plural object, \( mc \) them and the second person possessive pronoun, \( nye \) your\‘ follow after the verb phrases; \( hyɛ \) or \( take \) good care\‘, \( bua \) jo \‘is happy\‘ and \( po \) he pie \‘guide/protect\‘ in (21-23).

Dangme reflexive pronouns sometimes function as anaphors since their antecedents occur in the same clause as the reflexive.
Constructions (24) and (25) are made up of a single clause each. The reflexive pronoun, *nițse*, in each of the sentences is bound by the subjects of the sentences. In (24), the reflexive pronoun is bound by *Dede* and in (25) it is bound by *Atɛ*. The reflexive in (24) and (25) are subject oriented. Examples (26) and (27) are made up of two clauses each, the main clause and the embedded clause. The main clauses in (26) and (27) are *Tsatsu he ye* ‘Tsatsu believes’ and *Tsaatsɛ ha* ‘father made’ and the embedded clauses are *kaa Saki buɔ lɛ nițse e he* ‘that Saki respects himself’ and *Adɛta bua jɔ lɛ nițse e he* ‘Adeta is pleased with herself’ respectively.

The reflexive *le nițse* has its antecedents as the subject of the independent clause in (26). However, the reflexive cannot refer back to the subject of the main clause in (27) because they are not co-referential. The examples in (26) and (27) have their antecedents as the subjects of the embedded clauses, *Saki* and *Adɛta* respectively. It is observed in examples (24–27) that the third person singular possessive pronoun *e* ‘his’ preceded the body-part word *he* ‘skin’ in each of the sentences to refer back to the subjects in the clauses.

Ambiguity is identified in the interpretation of sentences (28–30). In sentence (28), the reflexive *le nițse* ‘himself/herself’ can refer back to either *Tɛɛ*, the subject or *Amaki’s progress as indicated in the construction e no yami*. Similarly in example (29), *le nițse e he* ‘herself’ can either refer to *Yohupeɔ* or *Adu* to mean that *tsɔɔ ni kɛ kɔ lɛ nițse e he* ‘taught things about herself’ could refer to either of them. In the same vein, *de Padi le nițse e he nihi* ‘told Padi things about himself’ could mean that *Tekpɛ* told *Padi* things about *he* (Tekpɛ) or about *Padi* himself. However, in (31), the reflexive *le-nițse* refers back to *Siadeyo* and not the friend, *e huɛ ɔ*.

Example (32) to (34) that sentences (32) and (34) are grammatical because, *Siadeyo*, the antecedent has a referent, a third person singular possessive pronoun, *e* ‘she’ which agrees in number, gender and person with the syntactic subject, *Siadeyo*. A similar plural example is in (34) where the syntactic plural subject *Kateme* has its reflexive pronoun being pluralized, *me-nițse* ‘themselves’ and the third person plural possessive marker is co-referential with the subject NP. Example (33) is however, ungrammatical because the object *a he* ‘their body flesh’ does not agree with the NP feature of *Siadeyo*, the antecedent in number, person and gender. Consider other distribution of Dangme reflexives in (35–39):

We observe from example (32) to (34) that sentences (32) and (34) are grammatical because, *Siadeyo*, the antecedent has a referent, a third person singular possessive pronoun, *e* ‘she’ which agrees in number, gender and person with the syntactic subject, *Siadeyo*. A similar plural example is in (34) where the syntactic plural subject *Kateme* has its reflexive pronoun being pluralized, *me-nițse* ‘themselves’ and the third person plural possessive marker is co-referential with the subject NP. Example (33) is however, ungrammatical because the object *a he* ‘their body flesh’ does not agree with the NP feature of *Siadeyo*, the antecedent in number, person and gender. Consider other distribution of Dangme reflexives in (35–39):
appears at the pre-subject position which is co-index with the subject pronoun, وبا ‘our’, is the grammatical object of the sentence in (36). Although, وبا نیتسهم ‘ourselves’ is in pre-object position, refers back to the object وبا. وبا نیتسهم ‘ourselves’ however, serves as the semantic subject of sentences (35) and (37). With the insertion of the focus marker ɛ in example (37), the object NP, وبا نیتسهم وبا he ‘we ourselves’ has moved from its canonical position to the sentence initial position. The syntactic subject, وبا ‘we’ followed the focus marker and the verb of ‘have’ ɛا ‘give’ which comes after the direct objects ended sentence (37). The focus marker gives prominence to the recipients of the action ɛا ‘give’ that is وبا نیتسهم وبا we ‘we ourselves’. Examples (38) and (39) are considered ungrammatical since they do not have the syntactic subject وبا ‘we’ which should refer back to the reflexive pronoun at pre-subject position. However, reflexive pronoun can occur as syntactic subjects but not objects in Dangme. Consider example (40–44):

40. وبا نیتسهم وبا ma tos la وبا he.
   ‘Our self:PL IPL build house give 1PL:body-flush
   ‘We (ourselves) built a house for ourselves.’

41. یو نیتسهم یو یو le یو ج
   ‘You self:PL IPL.POSS cloth FOC 1PL:PERF
   ‘You yourselves sold your cloth.’

42. یو نیتسهم یو o ج یو pau.
   ‘Your self you time you want:PERF
   ‘You have wanted your own time.’

43. دووjo ‘plaa e یو نیتسهم یو e. name.
   ‘Dooyo has hurt himself.’ (her own leg)

44. دووjo ‘plaa e e. name.
   ‘Dooyo hurt 35GOB self leg
   ‘Dooyo hurt her leg.’

Sentences (40–42) have reflexive pronoun وبا نیتسهم ‘ourselves’ یو نیتسهم ‘yourself’, یو نیتسهم ‘yourself’ at the left periphery of their respective sentences functioning as the syntactic subjects of the sentence. These reflexive pronouns are however followed by possessive pronouns that have the same feature in terms of number and gender. In (43), the reflexive یو نیتسهم ‘herself’ is not the object but has the third person singular possessive pronoun ی ج ‘her’ as its referent. Thus ی ج ‘her’ is the object of the sentence. Sentence (44) does not contain any reflexive pronoun. Although (44) is grammatical, it falls out of the domain of reflexivization. The subject complement, ی ج ‘her’ has the feature [POSS]. It refers back to its antecedent subject NP. Dooyo.

The next section deals with the distribution of reflexive pronouns as stipulated by the binding principle A and B.

5.1.3 Locality constraints

Sentence 50(A) has its referent closer to the antecedent. The reflexive is locally bound. Sentence 50(B), is locally constraint since the antecedent, ینکومتو has its referent ی ج to the antecedent, ینکومتو in (45) and ی ج to ینکومتو in (49) can refer to other entities the speaker has some previous knowledge about but not mentioned in the syntax. The reflexive pronoun as mentioned earlier is bound within its clausal domain and it becomes ungrammatical when the reflexive lacks an antecedent within the clause in which it occurs.

5.1.3 Locality constraints

The next section deals with the distribution of reflexive pronouns as stipulated by the binding principle A and B.

5.2 Reciprocal Pronominalization

‘One another’ or ‘each one’ is used to mark pronominalization in English. Dangme however, has separate morphemes ی ج ‘each other’ and یو سیبی ‘one another’ are used to express reciprocal expressions. A reciprocal must have its antecedent within
It is observable that in the examples in (51-61) that reciprocals just like reflexives require antecedents within the clause structure as argued out by Haegeman (1994:207) that a reflexive and its antecedents share their referent, the reciprocal pronouns and its antecedents share their referent in terms of number and gender. This explains why sentence (60) and (61) are ungrammatical. In (54), the referent, a he ‘each other’, which has the feature plus plural, has its antecedent jokuɛ ‘child’ in the singular form. This explains that the “child” jokuɛ does not agree in number feature with its referent, a he “each other”. The ungrammaticality of sentence (61) arises as a result of the ununiformed feature in the antecedent and its referent as in (60). Ajo ke Abla is a co-subject which has the PL feature, plural. Its antecedent e sibi ‘his/her another’ is not acceptable since e ‘he/she/it’ denotes a singular number, the phrase is ungrammatical. The grammaticality of sentences (52-53) and (55-59) is due to the fact that the antecedents and their referents agree in number. For example, in (51-53) a ‘they’, wa tsatseme ‘our fathers’ and ‘jokuɛwi’ ‘children’ agree in number with a he ‘each other’. In the same way, in (55-59) the cojoined subjects Ajo ke Abla ‘personal names’, detse ke jata a ‘the hunter and the lion’ and nyumu ɔ ke e yo ‘the man and his wife’ agrees with a sibi ‘one another’ and the nye ‘you.PL’ in number. Sentence (60) is ungrammatical. This explains while as stated earlier, reciprocal just like reflexives do not occur as subjects of sentences.

5.3 Anaphoric Pronominalization

Anaphoric pronouns have referents. They are of two forms; short-distance and long-distance. The short distance anaphoric pronoun occurs within the same sentence whilst the long distance anaphoric pronoun occurs in a previous sentence. Consider the following examples in Dangme:

It is observable that e ‘it’ in (62) is the referent of jokuɛ ɔ hiɔ ɔ ‘the child’s sickness’. E is classified as a short distance anaphoric pronoun because it occurs within the same clause whilst a ‘they’ in (63) is classified as a long distance anaphoric pronoun since it occurred in the second clause of a compound sentence. Its antecedent, kpatsa bi ‘the kpatsa troupe’ however, appeared in the first clause of the compound sentence. Jokuɛ ɔ hiɔ ɔ ‘the child’s sickness’ agrees in number with the referent e ‘its’. In the same way, a ‘they’ agrees in number with kpatsa bi ‘the kpatsa troupe’ which is in the initial clause of the sentence.

5.4 Cataphoric Pronominalization

Cataphoric pronouns are those pronouns which occur before their referents in linear flow of text within the same sentence, where the pronoun is either at a lower structural level or is part of a fronted circumstantial clause or propositional phrase which could have appeared after the referent (Quirk et al. 1985).

It is observable that e ‘it’ in (62) is the referent of jokuɛ ɔ hiɔ ɔ ‘the child’s sickness’. E is classified as a short distance anaphoric pronoun because it occurs within the same clause whilst a ‘they’ in (63) is classified as a long distance anaphoric pronoun since it occurred in the second clause of a compound sentence. Its antecedent, kpatsa bi ‘the kpatsa troupe’ however, appeared in the first clause of the compound sentence. Jokuɛ ɔ hiɔ ɔ ‘the child’s sickness’ agrees in number with the referent e ‘its’. In the same way, a ‘they’ agrees in number with kpatsa bi ‘the kpatsa troupe’ which is in the initial clause of the sentence.

6. Conclusion

The paper sought to discuss the phenomenon of pronominalization in
Dangme in the Government and Binding Theory. Pronominalization has been identified as an important element in the syntax of Dangme, which occurs as a result of the absence of a noun in a simple or complex construction. It plays a critical role in the marking of discourse coherent and the structure of constructions as in other languages. This paper studied the types of pronouns in Dangme and identified that the pronouns agree in number and person when they occur in a clause in Dangme. The paper discussed among other things the concept of reflexivization, distribution of reflexive pronouns, locality constraints in reflexive pronouns and also the functions of reciprocal, anaphoric and cataphoric pronouns in Dangme.

As in other languages, the data have shown that Dangme has personal pronouns in the domain of first, second and third person. These are in the categories of emphatic, nominative, accusative and genitive pronouns. In addition, Dangme has demonstrative, interrogative, relative and locative pronouns. The data show that pronouns in Dangme have complex structure involving an abstract nominal. It was also realized that whereas the forms for expressing both subjective and genitive pronouns are identical, that of object pronouns are distinct.

In dealing with the personal pronouns, it was realized that with the exception of the first person singular pronoun which changed its form from ‘I’ to ye ‘my’, the possessive pronouns have the same form as the subject pronouns. Also, with the exception of the first person emphatic pronoun which form is imi/ami ‘I’, instead of mi ‘me’ in the accusative case, all the emphatic pronouns have the form of the object pronouns.

It came up that Dangme forms the reflexives in two ways: the use of an emphatic pronoun plus nitsɛ ‘self’ and the use of a possessive pronoun and a body fresh/skin word, he. I have observed that the antecedents have their referent which they agree with in number. The data have shown that in the formation of the reflexive in Dangme, he ‘body fresh/skin’ word does not occur at the left periphery of the clause as a referent to any NP in a clause. On the contrary, the emphatic pronouns and nitsɛ ‘self’ can be co-referential to both subject and object and can occur at the periphery of the clause. Unlike in the body fresh word he, where plural is marked only on the possesive pronoun that precedes it, it was realized that in the use of the emphatic pronouns and nitsɛ, nitsɛ is also marked for plural with the morpheme -mɛ. The data confirms that as in other languages, there is a link between the relationship of an antecedent nominal and a pronoun with which it is co-referential in a sentence in Dangme. It is evident from the data that the examples of the reflexives discussed in the possessive form in Dangme, are similar to those found in Ewe, (Agbedor 2014) and Akan, (Osam 2002; Saah 2014).

In dealing with the reciprocals where unlike in English, Dangme creates a distinction between pronouns use to mark the reciprocal, a he or a sibi ‘each other’ and nye sibi ‘one another’. The data have shown that a he or a sibi ‘each other’ and nye sibi ‘one another’ cannot occur as syntactic subjects but objects.

In forming anaphoric expressions, the data have shown that the referent occurs after the NP in the clause whilst in the expression of the cataphoric form, the pronouns occur before their referents in linear flow of text within the same sentence. Anaphoric expressions have two forms; the short distance and the long distance as in the literature. It was realised that per the Government and Binding principles, the pronoun-antecedent relations, lie within the same chain of command. That is the reflexives and reciprocals in Dangme display properties of the theory of Government and Binding. The findings of this study will serve as a basis for further studies on pronouns in Dangme and also add to the study on pronominalization in general.
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